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Abstract. Social forestry program is one of Indonesia’s program in preserving forest area. 

This study focused on Forest Farmer Group Gunung Gajah Lestari that has received a 

certificate of social forestry program. Using qualitative method, 35 informants were 
interviewed and participate in FGDs to examine Social Forestry Program implementation. 

The result shows the social forestry program gives serenity for members based on legal 

certainty at once it improves income. Members who have access to manage their forest 

areas lack the capital to plant corn, so many of them borrow it from Juragan. This relation 
between members and juragan leads to member dependency on Juragan and further limits 

member’s chance and options to develop because overshadowed by falling prices at 

harvest time. Based on that fact, it is important to understand the reasons how members 

still want to plant corn and what the alternative commodity by management and members. 
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1 Introduction 

Forest management has been changed around the world in several decades [15;18; 31] from the 

top-down or centralistic pattern which affects deforestation and reducing people access to forest 

resource [8; 15; 31] becomes forest management by people or bottom-up for sustainability 

[18;31]. This shift of forest management paradigm also happens in Indonesia context [25] which 

started in early 1980s by “Pembinaan Masyarakat Desa Hutan” (PMDH) project [15] and it 

developed by several regulation such as ministry decree about forest community (SK.622/1995), 

the replacement of forest law from no.5/1967 to no.41/1999, until the emerge of five schemes 

of social forestry by Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF) decree no.83/2016 [5;6;25; 

29]. 

The five schemes of forest management in Indonesia well-known as Social Forestry Program 

(SFP) which implemented and intensified in Jokowi President Era [2]. The five schemes of SFP 

in Indonesia are village forests (hutan desa), community forests (hutan kemasyarakatan), 
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community plantation forests (hutan tanaman rakyat) or forest management permit (IPHPS), 

forestry partnerships (kemitraan kehutanan), and customary forests (hutan adat) [12;13;20;24] 

Furthermore, Rakatama & Pandit (2020) said only the customary forest which has the transfers 

forest ownership rights from the Indonesian’s Government to the customary group, so the others 

schemes only give the permits for the people who must follow the rule of the game to use it.  

The SFP is an ambitious and confident national priority program by the Indonesia Government 

which has target to distribute 12,7 million hectares forest area for people to alleviate poverty in 

rural areas that estimates ±48 million poor people from ±100 million people live nearby forest 

area and at once to preserve forest area [1;13;15;16;20;24;25;26;32]. Unfortunately until 2021 

the forest area which are distributed for people just reach 3,9 million hectares [10], but it is 

better if we compare the data from 2014 which just only distributed 449.104,24 hectare forest 

area for people in the whole Indonesia [5].  

For five years (2014-2019) MoEF has published around 6.411 certificates groups in SFP [4] and 

just several group are categorized as model group where one model of the forest farmers group 

is Forest Farmer Group Gunung Gajah Lestari (FFG GGL) in Pemalang [23]. Different with 

previous studies which emphasize to reveal the problem or examine the factor of SFP’s 

implementation [1;6;14;19;20;21;24;25;27;28;33], this paper focus on social-economic aspect 

to reveal the situation and the benefit of SFP implementation in members level groups of FFG 

GGL and it complement with social context explanation by appraisal value chain analysis.  

2 Method 

Qualitative methodology is used in this paper to descript and explain social-economic aspect of 

SFP implementation in Gunung Gajah Lestari Forest Farmer Group, especially in Gongseng 

Village, Kabupaten Pemalang as case study. Depth interview is used to get the data from seven 

key informants which contained by three informants management of Gunung Gajah Lestari 

Forest Farmer, three informants of Gongseng Village apparatus, and one informant of Perum 

Perhutani (Forest State Owned Enterprise) apparatus. Then semi-structure interview is used to 

23 members of FFG GGL and five Juragan1.  

The VCA is used to identify who is getting the benefit and to understand how the value chain 

of the corn as a commodity in Gonseng Village works [3;17]. Where the corn as the non-forest 

timber product (NFTP) could has potency which maybe give the benefit for the farmers [7;22]. 

Because there just some of previous studies which explain how the value chain is formed, 

continue, and develop [30]. For the value chain analysis (VCA) especially in corn commodity 

as the main commodity in Gongseng Village we interviewed five informants as middleman 

which called “Juragan” and two informants from the private sector who buy the corn from 

Juragan.  

The focus group discussion (FGD) has been used as one of technique to gather the data at once 

to observe interaction between members and management of the FFG GGL. Different 

informants from several groups were used to validate the data (triangulation) where these 

research activities to gather the data had been done in Januari 2021 and Mei 2021. This paper 
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 People who giving capital to the farmers and buy the harvest from farmers to sell it to corporate in the 

city 



could not represent the people of Gongseng Village or FFG GGL, but at least it could give a 

slightly overview of the FFG GGL as a part of Gongseng Village people. 

 

2.1 Limited Land to The Emergence of Social Forestry Certificate as the Context of Forest 

Farmers Group Guunung Gajah Lestari (FFG GGL) 

It is important to understand the context of FFG GGL which located in Gongseng Village, 

Pemalang District. First, owning the land is the basic need for the people who work as farmer 

because owning the land relate with survival and welfare [11]. Based on data that writer gathered 

that only 29% informants who have arable land outside of the forest area ± 0,016 until 1,25 

hectares, while 57% of them have not it. So, the need of the land to cultivate is an inevitable 

phenomenon in Gongseng Village that makes most of the member of FFG GGL cultivate in the 

forest area ± 0,25 until 3 hectares.  

Before the the SFP, many villagers, who not have a land, planted their corn to get some income 

in forest area if they got “permission” by Perum Perhutani (PHT) officer. Although villager 

allowed to plant their corn, they just allowed it only more or less two years to plant and must 

find another location if Perum Perhutani started to plant their teak trees. Farmers only could 

accept this chance as a better option than not allowed to plant even the new location more far 

from their home or have different condition from the old location. This rule was burdensome 

for farmers which complemented by uncertainty output, because the location determined the 

harvest of their corn by several aspects such as ground slope, water availability, pest, or etc.  

The next context in Gongseng Village is “forest looting”. The worst condition of the forest area 

near Gongseng Village happen because of forest looting in 1998-1999. This event become 

turning point when the villager started to plant their corn in forest areas, even some of informants 

returned to village to plant corn than work in big cities. In the other side, Perum Perhutani tried 

to restore their forest areas by replanting activities which replanted several kinds of trees such 

as acacia, teak or jabon. Unfortunately, this effort did not give good result or tend to failed. The 

stagnant condition of replanting activities that called failed replanting activity by several 

informants in forest areas near Gongseng Village made several people in community had seen 

the forest area as arid area which sometimes potentially could cause fire. Along with time this 

condition became an attention especially in for youth organization (YO) in 2015 that pushed 

them due their money for replanting activity.  

In contrary, the idea and seeds which bought by YO for replanting activity was rejected by 

Perum Perhutani, although YO initative was supported by Department of Agriculture who has 

given around 2.000 seeds. The strength prohibition of YO replanting activity by Perum 

Perhutani made this activity stop between 2015-2017. The bright spot for YO came when they 

got information about SFP through Non-Government Organization (NGO) that named is 

GEMA. The discussion between YO, GEMA, and Village apparatus generated the agreement to 

try and to submit the application for SFP in social forestry forest management permit/ Izin 

Pemanfaatan Hutan Perhutanan Sosial (IPHPS scheme). Evidently, when YO tried to gather all 

the requirements for applying the IPHPS scheme, Perum Perhutani did the requirement too that 

made farmers confused. In the submit application stage, MoEF received two similar data 

application which submitted by Perum Perhutani and YO from Gongseng Village. So, MoEF 

mediated and synced the data between YO and Perum Perhutani, soon after that the IPHPS 

scheme certificate published in same years where YO was transformed into FFG GGL to 

manage ±295 hectares [9]. In addition, many of the wanderers from Gongseng Village in Depok 



City (West Java) came back to the village when they heard about the IPHPS, because they have 

more freedom and opportunity to cultivate in forest area.  

After the IPHPS certificate was published, the relation between FFG GGL management and 

PHT officer in a tenuous relationship with decrease interaction than before. This relationship 

was worsened because “one person” of the PHT officer provoke farmers with cultivated area 

size issues that made a conflict between farmers in FFG GGL. In recent times, the problem 

subsides, and “person” of the PHT does not really get involved while interaction between FFG 

GGL and PHT slightly emerge and tend to be more positive attitude although PHT attitude is 

slightly passive to FFG GGL.  

2.2 The Dependency as the Limited Choice: The Corn and the Juragan as the Buffer Sector 

for Agriculture Industry 

After MoEF permit or certificate of IPHPS has published in 2017, the FFG GGL have their 

freedom to cultivate the forest land where it was distributed to their members. Afterward the 

FFG GGL have received assistance from Agriculture Department who give aid such as avocado, 

mango, jackfruit, jengkol, or other trees to replant the forest areas, where in reality just mango 

trees which can survive until now. Another aid that is given to FFG GGL by Agriculture 

Department in several years from 2017 is “corn seed” that alleviate cost production for the 

farmers.  

In other side the management of FFG GGL see the corn commodity as less prosperous for 

community that need to be changed. All of the informants from the management of FFG GGL 

said that plant the corn maybe give the farmers money which not calculate their time and energy. 

Based from our observation activity the farmers go to their field in the morning (6 or 7 A.M) 

and back to their home in evening (17 or 18 P.M), further they tend to overnight on the field to 

protect their corn harvest from pest in harvest time. 

Contrary with the management of FFG GGL view, there are 91.7% of the informants as the 

member of FFG GGL tends still to plant the corn that just earns between Rp.2-3 million (USD2 

$136,2 – $204,4) /planting3. This is the average amount of money that informant farmer could 

borrow for their family to survive until next harverst, further the number has been reduced by 

the cost of production that determined by Juragan. 

On the surface there is an essential role of Juragan who bridges the farmers and the buyer from 

cities, in addition, Juragan has a role to fulfill the farmers needed for planting activity and they 

can lend some money without the interest loan. Beyond of these facts, there is the gap of the 

planting needs price if the farmers borrow it from juragan. In our calculation, the farmers have 

burdened by Juragan, while in the same time the Juragan has taken the profit from lending their 

money through fulfill farmers’ planting need arround Rp.864.000,- (USD$ 58)/hectare.  

In the specific planting need for the farmers, the Juragan get their profit from the farmers 

through different prices between if they buy it direct to the pesticide or fertilizer shop or 

borrowing it from Juragan, the data can be seemed in the following table below: 

                                                 
2 Dollar rate to Rupiah in 23 July 2021, $1 = Rp.14.675,- 
3 The planting time of the corn is 100 days (3 months and 8-9 days) 



Table 1. The Different Prices of the Corn planting needs for the Farmers between buying and borrowing 
from Juragan / hectares 

The Farmer 
Need 

Unit The price when 
they buy by 

themselves 

The price when 
farmer borrow it 

from Juragan 

The profit for 
the Juragan 

Seed 20 kg Rp. 1.300.000,- Rp. 1.720.000,- Rp. 420.000,- 

Pesticide:     

1. Round Up 12 bottles Rp.    876.000,- Rp. 1.020.000,- Rp. 144.000,- 

2. Gramason 5 bottles Rp.    315.000,- Rp.    375.000,- Rp.   60.000,- 
3. Compe 3 bottles Rp.    840.000,- Rp.    930.000,- Rp.   90.000,- 

Fertilizer:     

1. Urea 2 quintals Rp.    500.000,- Rp.    560.000,- Rp.   60.000,- 

2. Poska 2 quintals Rp.    500.000,- Rp.    560.000,- Rp.   60.000,- 
3. TS 1 quintal Rp.    250.000,- Rp.    280.000,- Rp.   30.000,- 

Total  Rp. 4.581.000,- Rp. 5.445.000,- Rp. 864.000,- 

        Source: based on primary data that processed by authors (2021) 

From the Table.1, we can see that the Juragan take the highest profit from the seed which reach 

until Rp.420.000,-/hectares (48,61%), where the profit from pesticide take the second place that 

reach 34,03% of the profit as same as Rp.294.000,-. The fertilizer takes the third places of the 

Juragan’s profit that reach more or less Rp.150.000,- (17,36%).  

Based on this reality, we can see the profit of the farmer has reduced by the Juragan as the profit 

for them. This situation directly reduces farmers income and the same time improve Juragan’s 

well-being, where one of the Juragan could shade minimum 10 farmers or the maximum until 

one hundred of farmers in Gongseng Village context. The interesting part is “how the farmer” 

still want to plant the corn beside they know about the gap of the planting need price if they 

borrow it from Juragan. The answer is “the farmers dependency” to Juragan to sell their corn 

in marketing aspect.  

Beyond the marketing aspect and the planting need fulfilment as the surface reason (91,7%), the 

convenience to borrow money for fulfilling life cost is the essential reason of the farmers to 

plant corn (79,2% from 91,7%). The field corn become a strong reason for farmers to plant 

although it not really gives them enough profit, but with it the farmers get esier access to borrow 

the money from the Juragan for unplanned or planned incident such as the education or health 

cost. When we asked about alternative commodity, most of them want to try plant the ginger 

but they could not to buy the ginger seed (30,8%). This is the dependency between the farmers 

(include members of the FFG GGL) and the Juragan that makes the famers have less profit 

furhter it limits their choice to develop their well-being. 

In the value chain analysis (VCA), this dependency patron-client relationship is the sub-chian 

of value chain of the corn commodity, where Juragan or company get more profit from selling 

activities to the other party in value chain than the farners. The price is determined by the buyer 

in cities as the information circulation before the transcation that happen between the company 

to the Juragan and the Juragan to farmers. The company and the juragan become a distribution 

point who makes the gap of the price as the profit for both of parties. We ca see in detail the 

VCA between farmers, Juragan, Depot, and Factory in the Figure 1 below 



 

Fig.1. Value Chain Analysis of The Corn Commodity in FFG GGL 

Source: Based on primary data that processed by Authors (2021) 

In our calculation, there are probability that farmers can take gross profit between ±Rp.6-15 

millions/hectares/planting, but the gross profit not include the cost for replanting activity that 

need around Rp.4,5 million/hectares. In the end many of our informants said as the members of 

KTH GGL could take the money after they sold their corn harvest between ± 2-3 

million/planting for their family. So, if they want to replanting the corn the tendency is the must 

take/borrowing the planting need from Juragan again.  

In figure 1, we can see the Juragan could take twice profit, first they take the profit for the 

buying the corn harvest from farmers. The profit margin between Rp.30-60k/quintal of corn 

commodity, but if we see Juragan capacity to absorb the corn commodity from the farmers. 

Juragan could absorb ± 2-10 ton/day which cost between Rp.150k until Rp.4,8 million/day. So 

if we calculated the minimum profit for juragan with 2 ton same as 20 quital that can reach 

Rp.600k/day that decrease of the Rp.150k cost, so minimum the Juragan could take 

Rp.450k/day. While the maximum probability of profit Juragan could take 100 quintals with 

the price Rp.60k/quintal, so the Juragan could take Rp.6 million/day with cost Rp.4,8 

millions/day. In the end of the maximum probability the profit of Juragan could get Rp.1,2 

million/day in the harvest time where the harvest time could have length more or less 2 weeks. 

In this rough calculation, Juragan could get minimum probability profit beween ± Rp.6,3 

million (minimum profit margin) until Rp.16,8 million in 2 weeks when the harvest time for 

only selling the corn. 

The second profit of Juragan is the profit that take when they decrease of farmers profit by 

borrowing mechanism based on the fulfilling farmers need. From this mechanism Juragan 

decrease their cost to buy the corn from the farmers, and if we see from the beginning of the 

planting activities. Borrowing mechanism can be used by Juragan to fulfill the planting need 



not only for the famers, but also to fulfill their need to plant the corn too. If the minimum 

Juragan could shade 10 farmers that manage one hectare, in same time the Juragan could have 

profit ±Rp.8,46 million. Where, the cost for planting corn just only needs Rp.4,5 million/hectare 

because the Juragan directly buy it from pesticide or fertilizer shop.  

In the other side, the borrowing mechanism not only give the Juragan positive output, but also 

give them negative ouput when the farmers did not sell their corn or just sell little of their corn 

harvest to them. The reason for the farmers just sell a little or not sell their corn harvest is 

because their debt is too high, or because of the failed harvest. In this situation, the Juragan still 

remember the “debt” for all the farmers who are shaded, furthermore the Juragan still give 

access of borrowing mechanism to support the farmers to fulfill their debt. From this fact, we 

can see one side of the domination of Juragan that exploits the farmers, and the other side the 

debt is the “bargaining position” of the farmers that makes Juragan need them.  

Furthermore, there are other parties who get benefit or profit directly and indirectly from farmers 

activities beyond the VCA in Gongseng Village activity that plant the corn. The parties who get 

direct benefit are chemical medical, chemical fertilizer, seed company and bank. In our rough 

calculation if there are minimum 190 hectares forest areas that is planted by corn, so minimum 

the cost of planting acvitiy probably reach Rp.870 million (USD $59.284,5)/planting. Arround 

Rp.385,8 million (USD $26.235) going to chemical medical company, Rp. 237,5 million (USD 

$16.149) going to chemical fertilizer company, and Rp.247 million (USD $16.831) going to see 

company. After that, the corn planting activities in Gongseng Village has an indirect benefit for 

finacial sector especially bank who lend the money and get the loan interest from the Juragan. 

In short corn planting activities near the forest in the Gongseng Village become a buffer sector 

who support formal industry in the cities such agriculture industry (direct effect) and financial 

industry (indirect effect). 

Then, what is the solution for the members of FFG GGL to improve their well-being as the 

transformation through social forestry implementation? Our curiosity is answered through a 

focus group discussion activity which met between one representation of FFG GGL 

management and several members. Maybe it does not really represent the group as one entity, 

but at least we tried to support them to communicate and to process for finding the solution as 

the hope for the FFG GGL. 

2.3 The Hope and The Problem from The Sharing Mechanism 

The FGD was organized on 16th February 2021, based on this activity we got the agreement 

that needs to be more discussed later by the FFG GGL. The agreement as the solution idea to 

escape from corn commodity dependency is to plant the ginger through joint fund between the 

management and members of the FFG GGL. The idea is several members and several 

management of the FFG GGL gather some money to buy the ginger seeds then it is distributed 

to one or several members/management who pay contribution. After the ginger seeds are planted 

and come the harvest season, so part of the harvest of the ginger joint fund will be distributed 

to other members especially who pays contribution, and so on.  

This sharing mechanism is a good idea that will bring new commodity for the farmers in the 

Gongseng Village context especially to members of FFG GGL. Unfortunately, the 

implementation would be not easy as the idea, because this mechanism is run and does not really 

work in goat donation that is given by BUPSHA, KLHK. Based on our observation the goat 

donation that must distribute to other member of FFG GGL after a goat has had birth did not 

really happen. Several of the members see the management monopolize aid and just distribute 



it to people who close with them. The others members said the management has less accountable 

attitude such as ask for contribution of corn harvest without group formal latter. Furthermore 

when we asked about this levy activity that happens to several member informants, on the 

contrary, the informant of the management said that there is no activity to collect the corn harvest 

from the members. 

Moreover, based on our interview and observation activity we get one more fact about the 

problem of sharing mechanism in FFG GGL. That is “the lack of information distribution” from 

management to the members. Many of the informant members are less likely to know how the 

main activity running and still asking about the activity such as the Solomon teak tree planting 

program that is canceled because of a third-party error. Until the question about that program 

emerged by one of the members and was ansewered by an informant of the management on 

FGD activity. 

If the two paragraph before explains about the problem of sharing mechanisme in FFG GGL 

that emerges from internal gorup, the other potential problem maybe emerges from external 

group especially from Juragan. When the members of FFG GGL success to plant the ginger as 

the commodity, then who will sell it to the buyer? This role can be fulfilled by the Juragan again 

same as the corn commodity. If it happens, the new commodity and the effort of the sharing 

mechanism become a useless process because the Juragan still has the key of distribution the 

commodity and take the profit. 

3 Conculsion 

There is the hope that is realized by the management and members of FFG GGL to get out from 

Juragan’s grip to change the commodity from corn to ginger through concept of joint venture 

seed and harvest sharing. Where the challenge of this concept is come from the internal of FFG 

GGL itself in the implementation, because there is the trust issue between the members and the 

management especially on accountability and information sharing. In the other side, the 

possibility of the external problem could came from Juragan where they follow the shift the 

commodity from corn to ginger.  

Based on that facts, the management of FFG GGL must improve their communication and 

accountability to makes the members trust them as one entity or group that wants to improve 

their well-being. Then the discussion about the new commodity needs to cope until the 

marketing phase not only in FFG GGL group, but also discuss with stakeholders such as 

BUPSHA (MoEF), trade, forestry and agriculture department from local governement in 

regency or province level. Even, the group could discuss the ginger market place with Foreign 

and Trade Ministry to reach and connect with the international market that can give more profit 

than the price of local market. 
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